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Portrait of BKS Iyengar taken during the making of the film Sadhaka: the yoga of
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Editor’s note
Dear Members,
The committee’s around South Africa have been getting ready for
International Yoga Day on the 21 June, so we include some highlights
of these events in this edition.
Included is also the first part in a backbending series, with thanks to
the Iyengar Yoga UK magazine. The notes are based on the teachings
of BKS Iyengar at an intensive in 1988. So look out for the next
two instalments in the following editions of YogAfrica.
The Iyengar community in South Africa looks forward to a visiting
international teacher, Firooza Razvi. There will be a general level
weekend workshop (3 & 4 October), followed by the teachers intensive
(5 – 9 October) in Johannesburg. Further information is available in
the magazine.
Once again, thank you for all contributions including the assistance
of Stratford Canning and Lauren Rycroft. Lauren is a graphic designer
who has assisted us with our beautiful layout and design making
our magazine look as wonderful as any you will find on the shelf of a
newsagent. Thank you Lauren.
Warm regards
Yours in Yoga

Riva

“Yoga does not just change the way we see things,
it transforms the person who sees.”
– B.K.S. Iyengar, light on life
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Backbending
Asana –
Guruji 1988

tailbone in and draw it forwards.
• Lift chest at the rim of the pelvis to raise up,
more and more.
• Feel the grip of the upper chest by work of
the legs.
• Observe that the inner and outer knees and
outer thighs are level.

This will be the last but one of the
articles taken from the teachings of
Guruji from the Pune Intensive I988.
This two-part article will concentrate
on back bending asana. Read the asana
instructions carefully. To make the work
easier to follow `bullet points’ have been
used. Remember these are Guruji’s
words and his instructions always work!
He asks us to ‘feel’, to ‘observe’ and to
‘penetrate’ in our practice.

Start your practice with the following sequence
taken from the Back Bending Intensive 1991:
Adho Mukha Virasana, Adho Mukha
Svanasana, Uttanasana, Utthita Trikonasana,
Utthita Parsvakonasana, Virabhadrasana 1,
Virabhadrasana 2. Then:
ADHO MUKHA SVANASANA		
• Palms active, arms active, biceps turn out.
Legs working evenly.
• Breathing should not disturb the asana.
• Shins back. Inner knee chips back.
• Which hand holds the mat, which does not.
• Without disturbing the diaphragm, concave
the spine.
• Lengthen intercostal muscles (in Urdhva
Dhanurasana the same has to happen).
CHATURANGA DANDASAANA
• Dig head and base of shins in and extend
body forwards.
• Keep legs where they are and raise up.
• Observe the nature of the lower legs, the
bottom inner calves.
• Press palms firmly.
• Observe outer thighs are level with one
another.
• Inner calf muscles up and lengthened.
• Move nearer the chest by digging the

Guruji demonstrated both poses showing
how he charged his legs in just the same way
in Urdhva Mukha Svanasana and Chaturanga
Dandasana: Adho Mukha Svanasana,
Urdhva Mukha Svanasana and Chaturanga
Dandasana should be interchanged several
times to learn the various details.
URDHVA MUKHA SVANASANA

With a brick between the feet. The diameter
of the ankles to touch the brick evenly.

Some teachers shown in the photographs were
not able to manage with a lengthways brick, so
did with a widthways brick, still gripping with
the ankles/heels.
YogAfrica june 2015
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CHATURANGA DANDASANA
With a brick between the ankles

Raise the inner knees up and ‘hold’ the outer
ankles to turn the inner calves outwards
making the shins face the ground.
Do the same in Chaturanga Dandasana.
ADHO MUKHA VRKSASANA

Move the inner legs in the same way as when
doing Urdhva Mukha Svanasana, inner and
outer heels as alert as the two eyes.
PLEASE NOTE – In the class where the
photographs were taken, all Guruji’s work
was taught in his words to the teachers. Some
older teachers or those with problems, used
bricks for hands in Urdhva Mukha Svanasana
and in Chaturanga Dandasana a horizontal
brick under the frontal pubic/pelvic area and a
lengthways brick under the breastbone. Chairs
were used later because some could not lift
up into Urdhva Dhanurasana from the floor.
However, they all worked their way through
this programme and gained a great deal
from it!

• Extend outer edge of index fingers – first
knuckles of ring fingers pressed down.
• Look at the shape of the knuckles when
standing up, then keeping that shape place
the hands on the floor and when doing
Adho Mukha Vrksasana retain the same
space between the knuckles.
• Second time, again observe whether the
middle fingers are straight or not – the
inner middle knuckles in to take the ankles
in – lengthen the inner calf muscles.

So we are all are able to take this work into
our practice.

Over chairs:
Using the back of a chair

URDHVA MUKHA SVANASANA
With a brick between the knees
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URDHVA DANURASANA

•
•
•
•

Bent knees to a wall.
Arms over head.
Top knee-caps touching the wall.
Use knee-caps as a brake.

Over the seat of a chair

• Feet to a wall, hold back of the chair, then
move the inner arms towards the wrists,
then the outer arms. This makes the ‘driest’
part of the chest ‘wet’. The sternum becomes
alive.
• The centre groin, top and bottom parallel.
• Observe the bottom frontal ankles, move
them away from the head first, then back
and down.
• Feet together so that you know whether the
ankles are going forward or backwards.
• Big toes, both sides, moving evenly and
upwards. This makes the head of the
tailbone circular.
• Bottom of the calf muscles to heels – upper
calf muscles move to the ceiling.
EKAPADA DWI VIPARITA DANDASANA
Over chairs

• Do pose over a chair with right leg bent up.
• Keep the mind on stretching inner thigh of
lifted leg.
• Outer buttock going down.
• Sternum alert.
• Observe shape of both buttocks.
• Bring quadriceps muscles of bent leg
towards the head and stretch the leg up by
moving the lower calf muscles.
• Repeat with right leg again. Keep right leg
bent over the top of the back bar of the
chair.
• Question yourselves, where are the buttock
bones on the right side, are they parallel
with the back of the seat?
• Grip the chair and take outer buttocks
down.
• Raise the right heel up and place it on the
back of the chair.
• Adjust the buttock bone.
• Middle knee straight without forgetting the
stretch of the fibres of the thigh – roll the
fibres out, then stretch the leg up.
• Without losing that grip, think of the
downward leg – root of the big toe pressing
the wall.
• Change the legs, keep the outer bent knee
rolling in – bring the outer right buttock
away from the anal mouth.
• Heel on the back of the chair, move the
outer and inner foot forwards, hold the
YogAfrica june 2015
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chair firmly and raise the leg up – foot
nearer the eye, fibres nearer the bone.
Guruji demonstrated and said: “All I have
taught you, Tadasana, Uttanasana and
Adho Mukha Svanasana, plus Adho Mukha
Vrksasana, Pincha Mayurasana, Sirsasana
and variations, all are included in one
Urdhva Dhanurasana”.
Notes from 1988 from now on:
• Prepare with the hands on the floor.
• When you bend the legs, are your toes and
heels parallel to each other?
• Which toe is in, which toe is out? Which
heel is in, which heel is out.
• Start by drawing a straight line.
• The tailbone is the pole star of backbends.
• Everything has to be directed towards the
pole star. Go up!
URDHVA DANURASANA

Brick between feet

‘rinsing’ alone it should come straight. Now
press the palms in the opposite direction to
the little fingers, roll the forearms inwards.
In the same way the inner thighs roll out
and then ‘rinse’ the skin.
• Sacral muscles move away from the
lumbar – they move nearer the legs, then no
back problems.
• Keep the crown of the head on the floor,
raise your body. Move your hands back a
little more, nearer the ears, outer elbows
nearer the inner elbows – ‘rinsing’ the skin.
Do not allow the outer elbows to go out,
keep the outer elbows in.
• Now, like Uttanasana, the outer thighs
should hit up and the outer shins should
hit in, so doing all that come up. If you
don’t get equal weight, your hands or feet
can be taken nearer to each other. Don’t
go in too much, thereby losing the weight
on the hands. Keep the external part of the
sacral muscles hitting the outer buttock and
then stretch.
Hands on bricks/ledges/walls

• Place a brick between the feet, and prepare
to go up. Go nearer the brick with the
tailbone. Place the hands, and come onto
the head. Grip the brick and come up with
the exhalation. Grip the brick so that the
tailbone does not disturb. Move the legs,
the arms towards the tailbone. Compress
the brick and stretch. With that pressure the
legs do not move forwards or backwards.
Learn like that.
• Outer hip sockets up, outer armpits up and
inner elbows squeeze in.
• Watch your forearms and your calf muscles.
The skin should contract on the forearms
when going up. Contract the skin, bend
the elbows, go up. ‘Rinse’ the forearms and
in that ‘rinsing’ action – come straight. In
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• Watch your armpit skin, the inner arm
should be strong and long. The distance
(between) the inner wrists and the
shoulders should not vary at all, and do not
oscillate your shoulder blades.
• Do not oscillate your sacral muscles; do not
oscillate your shoulder blades backwards,
but go straight.
• Outer elbows in then you have to stretch
up straight. The pelvic girdle should move
towards the thighs.

• (Still hands on bricks). Go up, walk in.
There should be 14 inches between the
wrists and the feet, so much you have to
walk in without allowing the armpits to
collapse. The back of the top knees hitting
the kidneys from your heels. Still walk back.
Calf muscles facing the ground. Make your
calf muscles face the ground.

• Hands on the bricks. Walk in. Do not
straighten the legs but walk in. Bottom calf
muscles should pound down, heels down.
Take the wrists nearer the wall. Only the
ligaments of the knees should lengthen. The
back corner knee flesh should move towards
the elbows, bottom knee skin should move
to the shoulders. Heels down. Head of the
calves should hit the bottom calves. Calf
muscles heavy. Elongate the fibres at the top
of the back knees and walk in. Watch the
arches of the feet in Urdhva Dhanurasana;
they should not vary at all. They should not
move. The arches of the heels should be in
the centre, and then you have to stretch the
bottom of the frontal edge of the arches –
the skin touching the ground. Now can you
stretch your body straight up? How many
of you did not move the head of the calf
muscles nearer the triceps?
• Take the wrists up onto any height and find
out which hand is touching more, which is
less. Open the back of the arms more and
lift up. Can you do Adho Mukha Svanasana
with the ring of the big toes in this pose?
Guruji demonstrated and said: “When
walking the feet in, see that the outer chips of
the knees do not disturb”.

Hands on the floor

• Hands to the floor and see if you can do
better.
• Watch the buttocks.
• Without moving the calf muscles, move the
outer quadriceps muscles in and up.
Two belts on legs

• Place one belt on the quadriceps muscles
and one belt on the big toes. Same distance
for each belt.
• Place the hands on the bricks, or on the
floor, and again do Urdhva Dhanurasana.
• The toes hitting the belt, quadriceps muscles
going into the belt. Letting the belts give
a sense of direction, so that the legs come
straight. All learn like that.
• Raise the outer quadriceps muscles back,
YogAfrica june 2015
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higher and higher and hit out the toes. The
grip of the quadriceps muscles and the grip
of the toes on the belt should not vary at all.
If they vary, you are lost.
• Watch the big toes, the belt should stretch
so that your toes are touching the entire
cloth of the belt. Hit out as though tearing
the belt.
• Walk back. When raising the buttocks you
should know where the feet are. You should
know if they are too far away or not. Hit the
belt out.
• Outer quadriceps muscles rolling in. If you
are not using the belts you are sinking. Lift
the quadriceps muscles straight up like
Tadasana.

Guruji demonstrated on himself and said:
“Observe the bottom portion of my thighs
at the back. Naturally at first the top thighs
near the buttocks ascend, the bottom thighs
descend. One must learn to make them
ascend. The belts compress so that you can
learn to ascend the bottom thighs”.
Finish your practice with Prone Savasana,
Adho Mukha Virasana, Halasana on a bolster,
Savasana with a bolster on the thighs. 
All photographs were taken by Tig Whattler in the
Friday Teachers’ Class at the Cotswold lyengar Yoga
Centre, in Cirencester, Gloucestershire. The gems of
wisdom were passed on by Judi Sweeting.

“You must purge yourself before finding faults in others.
When you see a mistake in somebody else, try to find if
you are making the same mistake.
This is the way to take judgment and to turn it into improvement.
Do not look at others’ bodies with envy or with superiority.
All people are born with different constitutions.
Never compare with others.
Each one’s capacities are a function of his or her internal strength.
Know your capacities and continually improve upon them.”
– B.K.S. Iyengar, light on life
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Therapy
classes in Pune
(March 2015)

By Gloria Higuera
Those who have made the journey to Pune
will understand how glad I was to be allowed
to check-in early at the Chetak Hotel. The staff
were very polite, the room was simple. It had a
bed and a bathroom with a shower; all that was
needed. This was my second visit to India, but
the first to Pune.
It was the middle of March, on a Sunday, in
late afternoon I arrived at the Institute. I heard
that Geeta was scheduled to give a talk in
15 minutes and I jumped at the opportunity to
see her. What a privilege to be there.
The following day I moved to a flat in Lakaki
Rd., just a few minutes away from the Institute,
which I could reach walking through a
manicured park, the Chitaranjan Vatika
Garden, filled with flowers, birds and trees,
a place in Pune were I felt I could breathe
with ease.

The purpose of my visit was to attend the
medical classes, for a back problem. These were
held on Mondays, Wednesdays and Fridays,
where individual sequences were assigned. I
also attended the Tuesday afternoon session,
which was for miner complaints, where
everyone followed the same sequence.
The medical classes were directed by Abhijata,
with Raja by her side, and many local and some
international teachers. All kinds of people;
young and old, respectfully waited to see Abhi.
She gave instructions to the keen helpers after
which you were whisked away and placed into
the respective asana; props, hands, legs and
feet, carefully and diligently placing you in the
correct posture, being stretched, opened and
turned where necessary.
It was heavenly. The
first couple of weeks I
was lucky to have the
help of Maria Jesus, a
Spanish teacher, based
in Cologne. After the
first week my sequence
was changed. The
initial posses included
prone Savasana, Supta
Padangusthasana,
standing poses at
the trestle (Utthita
Trikonasana, Utthita
Parsvakonasana, Ardha
Chandrasana) with the
use of ropes to open the
groins and elongate the
YogAfrica june 2015
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lower back, ending with chair Sarvangasana
and Ardha Halasana. All the sequences had
in common the stretching of the inner groin
and pelvis, and traction of the lower back to
release and create space in this area. On the
third week I was taken to see Geeta. Abhijata
gave her an account of my issues, as well as my
previous sequences. Geeta asked few questions
and accurately prescribed the new therapy:
releasing the sacral area while keeping the
groins soft, more stretching of the inner groins.
(Ardha Uttanasa, Virabhadrasana III, Utthita
Padangusthasana – using tall stools; standing
Urdhva Mukha Svanasana).
Tuesday’s classes were taught mainly in
Marathi, with the occasional English
instruction, but it was possible to observe and
follow the demonstrations. There was emphasis
on the release of the groins and elongation of
the spine.
The month in Pune was blissful, armed with
Bobby Clennell’s “Guide to Pune”, every
day was an adventure, discovering, tasting,
shopping, visiting, praying and resting. As the
days moved into April, the temperature kept
rising, reaching 38 °C or more some times,
it was the perfect excuse to stay indoors and
rest, as even a short walk to the shop to buy
parathas, would leave you drenched. I had
the opportunity to receive a hurried hug
from Amma and watch a puja ceremony, take
the train, ride on buses, rickshaws and even
motorbikes, had Ayurvedic treatments and
massages. The visit to the temples in Parvati
Hill, away from the business of the city was
very special, Pataleshwar, the 8th century
temple carved in stone inviting to silence, and
the tour of historical buildings, illuminating,
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such a rich heritage and culture. A time filled
with lovely food, wonderful fresh coconut
water, colour, sacred rituals, flower offerings,
retrospection, amazement and gratitude.
Between self-practice, medical classes,
learning, observing, wondering, wanting
to know more about 2 – 4 hours a day was
dedicated to Yoga.
Sadly I did not have the opportunity to learn
from Mr. Iyengar himself, but the evidence
of his presence and legacy is, undeniably, felt
everywhere.
I am ever so grateful to everybody who took
the time to share their knowledge and had the
compassion to help in my journey. Thanks to
all who made this possible. 

Why Pranayama
Article from Astadala Yogamala Vll
As we breathe day in and day out without a
break, we take and carry from each breath the
ingredients from the cosmic breath of life-force
and we survive.
In order to derive full benefit of these breaths,
yogis scientifically studied and experienced
the benefit of conserving the value of this
life-force, as well as their effects in controlling
and minimising the thought waves. In this way
pranayama as a science, became an important
part of yoga.
One has to practise first asana in order to
obtain the feeling of getting soaked in the
in-breath and the out-breath. Vyasa, says: sati
asana jaye.... His insistence on first mastering
asana was meant to gain sensitivity of the
touch of air soaking the walls of the alveoli.
The feel of gradual soaking does not come to
those who have not done asana.
Patanjali does not speak of the prolongation of
life in pranayama. Rather he says: tatah ksiyate
prakasa avaranam (11.52) – the veil covering
the light of knowledge gets removed because
the brain remains free from clouds or veils. No
thoughts pollute the brain or mind, and they
gravitate towards spiritual knowledge. This is
why pranayama is considered as the hub of life.
Breath and life
Breath is life and life is breath. “As long as
there is breath in the body, there is life; when
the breath departs, life departs”. Therefore the
Hathayoga Pradipika says, restrain the breath.
It is also said that, “When the breath is
irregular, the mind wavers; and when the
breath is steady, the mind remains steady”.
The live body is the dwelling place of the
breath, mind, self and Soul. The soul keeps the

body, mind and breath alive and the moment
the soul leaves all these disintegrate.
Breath and mind are like twins connected by
the strong diaphragmatic muscle. Very often
fear sets in when the diaphragm hardens. Fear
affects the diaphragm first and then the brain.
A release in the brain cells takes place the
moment the diaphragm starts releasing.
This indicates that the diaphragm is the
medium between the physical, physiological
and mental bodies, and its importance in
pranayama is established when one learns
dirghasuksma method of pranayama.
Because of this value of the diaphragm, prana
yama brings mobility and elasticity and its
practice builds up confidence in the place of
fear. As one builds up confidence, the breath
automatically takes his mind to a state of BEING.
Breath is pram, commonly known as energy.
Wherever energy or pram is focused, there
the mind stays and where the mind stays,
intelligence and consciousness remain in
attention with pram.
The importance of prana is like the importance
of a bridge over a river to cross from one bank
to the other. The diaphragm acts like a bridge
to cross over from the physical body towards
the spiritual body. The carpet of the nostrils
filter the drawn-in gross atmospheric air, this
filtering is even further in digital pranayama
where the passage of air is made to be very fine
and subtle, thus more of the gross elements
are removed and only the potential nucleaic
elements enter into the body. This stimulates
the mind for higher thinking with simple living.
Hence prana plays a major role in opening the
gates of the mind to extend and expend for it
to connect the body to the soul.
Need of asana before pranayama
practice
Medical science says that millions and trillions
of cells germinate in a split second and die in
YogAfrica june 2015
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a split second. But do they all get completely
activated before they germinate and die? Do
we have that elasticity in our torso to make
breathing long and subtle? Suppose one does
inhalation by sniffing the air with a strong,
rough and harsh sound; does that breath
reach the air cells? Do the air cells absorb the
energy through this type of breathing? When
one inhales soft and long, he allows time for
the pram to reach the cells for them to absorb
the energy. For this the lungs situated on the
sides of the chest require elasticity, mobility
and pliability. Hence, practice of asana are said
to be very important to derive the full benefit
of pranayama.

and anandamaya) bodies. As the five sheaths
are interwoven, practice of asana plays a role
in co-ordinating by interrelating the bahiranga
levels with the antaranga to get rid of diseases.
This brings health and mental poise and makes
the soul to get established in every cell. The last
three aspects (dharana, dhyana and samadhi)
bring integration (samyama), in internal
(antaranga) and inner most (antaratma) levels.

One needs firmness and elasticity in the spine
to sit. The body has to co-operate and the
nerves should be able to sustain this soft slow
deep inhalation and exhalation. One has to
learn to quieten the brain. Practice of asana
aligns body, mind and intelligence and enables
one to withstand or withhold pranayama
practice with ease.

Amongst so many asana, a few chosen ones can
be practised to improve the torso in developing
extension and expansion to practise pranayama.

Is asana practice essential for
pranayama?
All the eight petals of yoga are interlinked and
interwoven. If one petal of yoga is explicit,
the others are implicit and that is how yoga
works. Asana and pranayama bring samyama
in the external (bahiranga) level. The first five
aspects (Hama, niyama, Virasana, pranayama
and pratyahara) are meant to integrate
the bahiranga (external) body (annamaya,
pranamaya, manomaya). Dharana, dhyana and
samadhi integrate the internal (vijnanamaya
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Each asana has its own character and value.
Therefore it is good to attempt asana to
make the blood circulate which soaks each
and every cell with life so that they become
electrically dynamic.

Asana like Supta Virasana, Supta Baddha
konasana, Salamba Sirsasana, Viparita
Dandasana, Setu Bandha Sarvangasana,
Halasana, Salamba Sarvangasana, Viparita
Karani, and Paschimottanasana are necessary
to be mastered.
While practising each asana, one has to study
the flow of the in-breath and out-breath with
keen and clear observation. The breath touches
different areas in different asana and aerates.
One has to gather the feelings in those areas
and with understanding make use of all the
areas of the chest in pranayama practice. Then
one can begin to experience how the essence
of the breath gets absorbed and stored for the
psycho-spiritual path. 

Western Cape

Saturday
Workshop (16 May)
The Saturday morning workshop was well
attended by students from in and around
Cape Town. Lawrence Batchelor gave us an
insightful hour of pranayama, followed by an
energetic two hour Asana session with Gillian
Bacon. Gillian has kindly provided us with her
sequence. Brigitta Tummon and Gillian Bacon
demonstrate the action for the chair work
as below:
1. Swastikasana: Urdhva Hastasana, Urdhva
Baddhanguliyasana, Parsva, Adho Mukha.
2. Virasana: metatarsals and toes on bolster,
Gomukhasana arms.
3. Adho Mukha Svanasana
4. Urdhva Mukha Svanasana
5. Uttanasana
6. Surya Namaskar 3×
7. Sirsasana 1
8. Utthita
8
Trikonasana:
(right) back of
chair against
your back, right
hand holding
chair leg near
floor, left hand
holding back
rest of chair
behind left hip.
9. Parivrtta
Trikonasana:
(right) twist
towards back of
chair, left hand hold leg of chair near floor,
right hand pressing chair back.
10. Utthita Parsvakonasana: (right) back of
chair against your back, right hand holding
chair leg near floor, left hand holding chair
back behind left hip.
11. Parivrtta Parsvakonasana: (right) twist
towards back of chair, left elbow and
lower arm on chair seat, right hand
pressing against chair back.
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12. Virabhadrasana 1: step one leg through
back of chair – 90 degree angle, stretch
other leg back, hands press against the
chair back.
13. Parsvottanasana: both hands forward
pressing down to seat of chair/front bar/
floor.
14. Prasarita Padottanasana: with Pada
Gulphasana
15. Padangusthasana
16. Padahastasana
17. Uttanasana: feet together
18. Urdhva Prasarita Ekapadasana 2×
19. Utkatasana
20. Parighasana
21. Ustrasana: block between upper thighs,
hands back to heels/chair legs.
22. Salabhasana: belt firm around mid thighs.
23. Dhanurasana
24. Urdhva Mukha Svanasana
25. Adho Mukha Svanasana
26. Virasana
27. Halasana
28. Karnapidasana: knees together on forehead.
29. Halasana
30. Salamba Sarvangasana
31. Eka Pada Sarvangasana
32. Halasana
33. Karnapidasana
34. Jathara Parivartanasana
35. Urdhva Prasarita Padasana
36. Maha Mudra
37. Janu Sirsasana
38. Paschimottanasana
39. Purvottanasana
40. Savasana
YogAfrica june 2015
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21 June:
International
Day of Yoga
While addressing the 69th session of United
Nations General Assembly (UNGA) on
27 September, 2014, the Honourable Prime
Minister of India Shri Narendra Modi urged
the world community to adopt an International
Day of Yoga.
“Yoga is an invaluable gift of ancient Indian
tradition. It embodies unity of mind and body;
thought and action; restraint and fulfilment;
harmony between man and nature and a
holistic approach to health and well-being.
Yoga is not about exercise but to discover the
sense of oneness with ourselves, the world and
Nature. By changing our lifestyle and creating
consciousness, it can help us to deal with
climate change. Let us work towards adopting
an International Yoga Day,” Shri Modi said.
On December 11, 2014, the 193 member
UNGA approved the proposal by consensus
with a record 177 co-sponsoring countries a
resolution to establish 21 June as “International
Day of Yoga”. In its resolution, the UNGA
recognised that Yoga provides a holistic
approach to health and well-being and wider
dissemination of information about the
benefits of practicing Yoga for the health of the
world population. Yoga also brings harmony in
all walks of life and thus, is known for disease
prevention, health promotion and management
of many lifestyle-related disorders.
Celebrations were held in 193 countries world
wide and in many more cities and towns. In
South Africa celebrations were held in seven
centres and here are the brief reports from three.
Gauteng
On the beautiful sunny Highveld morning of
June 21 celebrations for the international Day
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of Yoga took place at Summer Place in Hyde
Park. The High Commission and Consulate
General of India organized and sponsored
this event, which opened with a welcome
and hour-long session of asanas, the “Indian
Protocol”, as suggested by the government of
India. This was followed by several events, one
of which was our “108 Asanas of Gratitude &
Goodwill” inspired by a similar event held in
San Francisco a few years ago.
More than 120 practitioners came together,
from all schools of Yoga. The room was packed,
there were quite a lot of adjustments going on
to make space for newcomers, but ultimately,
we celebrated the day in the most fitting
manner... by doing Yoga together, in a spirit of
celebration and joy.
Many thanks to all who organized the event
with such warmth and generosity.
Western Cape
With great warmth, friendship and discipline
more than 70 practitioners came to practice
together under the high clear dome of the
National Library in the centre of Cape Town
CBD. The light coming into the space through

Gauteng event held at Summer Place in Hyde Park.
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the cupola above merged with the light and
goodwill emanating from each practitioner.
We followed the 108 asana sequence put
together for a yogathon in San Francisco a
few years ago. This was taught in six segments
by six of our senior Iyengar teachers. Each
teacher taught with clarity, understanding and
a lightness of spirit.
Thanks to each of you for your contribution
to this event whether by being on your mat,
making frantic calls, putting up posters, sending
emails, checking venues, setting up sound, taking
photos, guiding the practice, receiving and
selling t-shirts and essentially in all the layers of
our beings for practicing yoga together today!
Instead of feeling tired, stiff and sore, we trust
you are refreshed, reaffirmed and ready to
continue. I know we do.

The tradition is set – same day next year!
Wilderness, Southern Cape
On International Day of Yoga, the little
backwood of Wilderness, celebrated at the
Fairy Knowe Hotel. The yogathon sequence
was used and Marion and I alternated teaching
half an hour at a time. Despite the freezing cold
conditions we had a wonderful attendance,
including a pregnant mother, two children and
two raw beginners to yoga and a few dogs. The
108 asanas were managed by all, with the use
of props in some cases. In high spirits we all
had tea and cake on the veranda, where the sun
came out and lifted the spirits even higher.
Thanks so much for sharing the sequence
with us and inspiring us to hold the event. The
donations made went to the Street Kitty Project
in Wilderness. They were very grateful for the
large sum that was raised. 

Southern Cape event held at the Fairy Knowe Hotel, Wilderness.
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Western Cape’s International Day of Yoga event held at the National Library in Cape Town CBD.
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A rollicking read:
Way out in India
by Meryl Urson
From the start, this book by Meryl Urson throws
the reader into the heart of India’s colour and
chaos, which sweep her along until the end.
Written as a travel memoir, it is a light and
humorous look at the country from various
angles, the first being a mat at RIMYI in Pune.
This angle lights the experience harshly, with
the author’s critical-analytical eye and voice
declaring her astonishment at some of her
experiences there. The chapter does end with
some redemption though and a good deal
of respect for the Iyengars and their system
of yoga.
Each of the following chapters explores another
aspect of India, such as beachy India in Goa,
historical India in the Golden Triangle cities of
Delhi, Jaipur and Agra, and Himalayan India
in the town of Darjeeling. A long distance rail
trip is thrown in for good measure, as is an
adventure in a tiger reserve.
There are many more experiences narrated
in the book, all observed and delivered in
author’s idiosyncratic style, which is raw and
real and which strips bare the glossy images
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of Incredible India marketed worldwide to
travellers. Some useful tips are interspersed
with the stories along with a lot of laughs.
Way out in India is available from Meryl Urson
(merylurson@gmail.com) who will ensure its
delivery to yoga students in the Western Cape;
on the publisher’s website www.porcupinepress.com;
from Computicket; or in major bookshops
countrywide. Price: R220.

Notices & Adverts

Weekend Workshop

Iyengar Yoga Workshop with
Firooza Ali Razvi

Firooza Ali Razvi began studying intensively
with Yogacharya BKS Iyengar in 1977, and
with Geeta Iyengar and Sri Prashant Iyengar in
1979. Her long and close association with the
Iyengar family has continued ever since. She
has been teaching Iyengar Yoga in Mumbai
since 1980, and has led yoga retreats in India,
the UK and Dubai. She has travelled with Guruji
and Geetaji on numerous visits abroad. In 2011,
she accompanied and assisted Geetaji at our
Convention in Johannesburg.
Firooza is also a philosophy lecturer in Mumbai,
and this understanding illuminates and informs
her teaching of Yoga. Those who have met
her before can attest to her warmth, humility
and dedication. We are very fortunate to have
a teacher of her knowledge and experience
visit, and hope you will all join us for this
unique experience.
Weekend workshop:
3 – 4 October 2015
Bozzoli Hall, Wits University
Teachers Retreat:
6 – 9 October 2015
Steynshoop Mountain and
Valley lodges, Hekpoort
For further information contact
Melanie Harding at mharding@iburst.co.za

The KZN region have invited
Brigitta Tummon
to teach in Durban
on the 31 October and 1 November 2015
All are welcome.
For more info email Mandy Crooks:
crooks@nitrosoft.co.za

YogaPoise Retreats 2015
with Brigitta Tummon

In Bodhi Khaya near Stanford
The retreats will be held in the peaceful and
beautiful setting of Bodhi Khaya. The retreats
will be periods of yoga practice and quiet time.
It will include intense asana practice, pranayama
and restorative sessions. The Bodhi Khaya
centre offers a wide range of accommodation.
All meals, vegetarian, will be catered for.
7–10 August 2015
Delving deeper in the practice
This 4-day yoga retreat will run from Friday
evening 7 August and will finish after lunch on
Monday 10 August.
13–15 November 2015
Dynamic Restoration
This will be a weekend from Friday evening
to lunchtime on Sunday.
For more info: brigitta.tummon@gmail.com
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The BKS Iyengar Yoga Centre,
Schoemanshoek, Oudtshoorn,
Klein Karoo, South Africa
June – August 2015

Iyengar Yoga Retreat
at De Hoop Nature Reserve
with Marianne Wiid
19 – 22 July 2015

Welcome to the BKS Iyengar Yoga Centre,
nestled in the beautiful and tranquil
Schoemanshoek valley on the way to the
famous Cango caves. Surrounded only by
nature and the majestic Swartberg Mountains,
the Centre offers the complete yoga
experience. Our fully equipped Centre is
designed to give the Iyengar yoga practitioner
the opportunity to experience high-quality
yoga tuition in a peaceful and pristine setting.
David and I are actively involved in the
teacher’s training program for both Introductory
and Junior Intermediate levels. Training is
done as a semester-style program – more
details are available.
For information about retreats, regular
workshops and our residential teachers training
program, please visit our website, which has
been specifically designed to give you a
comprehensive picture of what the Yoga Centre
has to offer.
The Schoemanshoek valley offers a variety
of suitable accommodation to complete
the experience. The town of Oudtshoorn
compliments this quiet, rural environment and
George airport is a mere 65kms away.
More about us at:
http://www.iyengaryogawithdavid.com
http://www.iyengar-yoga-sequences.com
http://www.iyengar-yoga-sequences.
com/#!blocks-for-yoga-practice/c1ao9
Upcoming retreats:
WINTER: 18 – 21 July 2015
A specialized Teachers Training retreat –
more details on our website
WINTER: 28 – 30 August 2015

Marianne is an Iyengar Yoga teacher who holds
regular Yoga classes in Hermanus and Stanford.
She has been practising yoga for over 15 years
and once she completed her three year teacher
training course in Cape Town, opened her own
studio in Hermanus. Marianne approaches life
holistically combining her passion for Yoga,
healing and bringing joy to others in all aspect
of her life. Although an experienced Yoga
practitioner, Marianne recognises that Yoga
is a continuous journey, one that never ends.
This allows her to guide her students with
compassion in order to allow them to emerge a
better version of themselves.
The De Hoop Nature Reserve (3 hours from
Cape Town) offers diverse natural, spiritual
and cultural inspiration. It is a magnificent
outdoor classroom, offering spectacular walking
opportunities for visitors. De Hoop represents
a treasure chest of birdlife, fynbos, zebra,
bontebok (and more!), bat breeding caves and
the majestic southern right whales who visit
the shores in winter to mate and calve. The De
Hoop Yoga Retreat will provide an enriching
experience in a venue that will unify your body,
mind and spirit. Watch the sun go down, gaze
at the stars and become a bird guru with the
guidance of the experienced De Hoop team.
Since her recent return from an enriching
Yoga training experience at the Iyengar Yoga
Institute in Pune (India), Marianne is excited
to share her journey with like-minded Yogis
at the upcoming De Hoop Yoga Retreat. The
Retreat will combine Pranayama, Asana Practice
and Restorative Yoga inspired by the beautiful
surroundings and will energize, renew, relieve
tension and give an overall sense of wellbeing.
The workshop will also include other wonderful
adventures including guided walks along the
beach of this heritage site, yoga on the dunes
and stargazing.
For a complete itinerary of the workshop go to:
www.dehoopcollection.com/event/yoga-theopstal-with-marianne-waiid/
For more information about the workshop
and bookings contact Marianne:
anyamum@telkomsa.net
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Pranayama
with Judy Farah

“Pranayama removes the veil
covering the light of knowledge
and heralds the dawn of wisdom.”
Sutra 11.47
Pranayama, the 4th Limb of yoga,
is the science of the breath.
Regular practice of Pranayama is as essential
as a regular Asana practice.
On Saturday 24 January 2015,
I will start a new course (1 Saturday per month)
of Pranayama Sadhana
in the Little Glen, Camps Bay.
This beautiful, peaceful space allows for quiet
and focused Yoga Sadhana (practice).
Please diarize the following dates
for your convenience
25th July; 29th Aug; 26th Sep;
31st Oct; 28th Nov.
The class runs from 08h30 – 10h00;
All levels of practitioner are most welcome.
For further details and bookings please contact
Judy on 082 8256792
or email judy@yogasouthafrica.com
www.yogasouthafrica.com

Ina Gerber Yoga Studio

Monthly Pranayama classes in Somerset West
Saturdays from 9h30 –11h30.
Dates to be confirmed one month in advance.
For further information contact Ina:
083 3035477
http://yogastudio.co.za
ina@yogastudio.co.za

Yoga Retreat
King’s Lodge, Hogsback
9 – 11 October 2015

Calm your mind, free your body
and nourish your soul
R1930 per person sharing (twin or double).
R2230 per person single.
The price includes 2 night’s accommodation,
3 meals per day, yoga tuition and a guided
hike in the forest.
Early bird registration: R300 discount
(before 1st August 2015).
This weekend of yoga is suitable for students at
all levels, including those new to yoga.
Kings Lodge (where the Retreat is held) is a
Sanctuary nestled in a beautiful park-like garden
in the Hogsback Mountain Village. Hogsback is
famous for its forests, waterfalls, clear mountain
streams, gentle forest walks and mists.
Monique Weschta was born in the Netherlands
and moved to South Africa at the age of 22.
She has practiced Iyengar Yoga for 17 years
and became a certified Iyengar Yoga teacher
in 2009.
For enquiries and bookings contact:
Monique Weschta
083-330 6948
monique@shaktishantiyogawear.com
https://www.facebook.com/
backtowellnessIyengaryoga
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Blocks for a yoga practice (e-book)
Compiled by David Jacobs and Jürgen Meusel
this e-guide with photographs and basic
instructions of the many uses of blocks in a
yoga practice is available online. The e-book
is a pdf file and has 200 pages with more than
440 photographs.
The block is used on its own, in pairs or even
sets and sometimes enhances the use of other
props, such as benches, chairs and the wall.
We have selected some of the most
practiced asanas.

Yoga Equipment Wanted

I am looking to buy wooden benches,
back benders (baby whales), slanting planks,
quarter round blocks’ bolsters, breathing
bolsters and chairs.
If you have any of these items that are no
longer needed or cluttering up your studio and
would like to sell please contact Danielle:
073 388 1404 or
danielle4itching@yahoo.com

Leather Mat Carriers

For Sale at R220 each.
Contact Janel Rust at janelrust@gmail.com
or phone 071 856 3222
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For more information, as well as a sample
on what you can expect,
can be seen on our website:
http://www.iyengar-yoga-sequences.
com/#!blocks-for-yoga-practice/c1ao9
Also soon available:
Relaxed Body – Relaxed Mind
A guide to Iyengar Yoga Restorative Practice
(Visranta Karaka Sthiti)  Asanas and Sequences
Yoga Kurunta
A guide to Iyengar Yoga Practice
with Wall Ropes
For details of these upcoming publications,
please visit our specially dedicated website:
http://www.iyengar-yoga-sequences.
com/#!relaxed-bodyrelaxed-mind-restoratives/
c1hrd
or write to us
info@iyengaryogawithdavid.com

tel:

+27 (0)21 761 4658

Email:

info@bksiyengar.co.za

www.bksiyengar.co.za
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